Kick bike usa

What started as a way to train competitive sled dogs in the summer months, evolved into an
international dog sport called Dryland Mushing. Built with our proprietary aircraft aluminum
alloy frame, racing components and a lot of love. Some common forms are dog carting,
canicross, skijoring, sled dog racing, skatejoring and of courseâ€¦dog scootering. Designed and
used by the most elite athletes in the world, but made for mushers of all levels. It also helps to
keep your dog in line with your scooter. Kickbike America carries the world leading Kainpo Dog
Leash Adapters â€” these are made by elite mushers because nothing else on the market was
strong enough. Dog Mushing is an ancient and fast growing sport in which a dog or pack of
dogs pulls a vehicle, typically a dog sled. Not wanting to lose a competitive edge, the Kickbike
was created to train sled dog teams in the summer months when the snow had melted. Thus,
dryland mushing was invented. Now the fastest growing dog sport in the world, the Kickbike is
not only the original, but the champion. Kickbiking with your dog provides a fun outlet for you
and your dog to get healthy together while getting outside and having fun. After each ride your
relationship and communication will grow and you will form a bond that is strong and unique.
Also, dogs love to run and they are born to pull. This gives them a way to do what they naturally
love, with you. Pretty much anywhere. A wide open space or lengthy trail is optimal for high
speed, distraction free mushing. But plenty of people start out mushing around their
neighborhoods, at local parks or trails. More and more clubs and groups are forming every day
around America. Join one locally or start your own and look for more and more Kickbike
America sponsored races and rides popping up all over the country. The CrossMax series is
made specifically for offroad dog mushing. They are an outstanding bang-for-your-buck. If you
want to take it up a notch, the 29er is the multi-year World Champion Dryland Musher. It is an
absolute beauty and the beast. If you have multiple dogs, one giant dog or just want the biggest,
baddest scooter ever madeâ€¦well, that is why we made the legendary FatMax. Just about any
dog can learn to mush. As you would expect, the husky breeds have an innate ability to run and
pull, as these instincts are bred into them. There are other dog scooters and dog leash
adapters. What makes Kickbike the best choice, besides decades of development, awards and
validation on the track, is the emulation of dog pulling that has been around for over a 1, years.
Dogs love to pull. It is in their DNA. Some other products you will see around, have the dog
running beside the scooter or bike. This is inherently wrong, as the dog wants to be out front,
pulling. Like the majestic sled dogs that you see on the Iditarod, this is a way to let your dog do
what they want to do, in a safe and fun way for both of you. Kickbikes safely allow your dogs to
run as fast and far as they desire in a fun and controlled way. Bond with your dog in a fun and
exciting way while getting exercise and exploring the outdoors. Belinda Torrez Samoyed
Oregon. Stay at home! That is the message being heard around the world. Well, that is easier
said than done when you have a high energy dog at home. Enterâ€¦Kickbike America! Once
seen as a kids toy or a quirky Amish thing, scooters were never really socially acceptable What
if there was a I have a dream. Yes, dogs dream too. My dream is to be able to run as fast and far
as I possibly can. I love running. Did I say We are living in the most fitness and health centric
time in modern history. Americans are becoming increasingly conscious of the importance of a
healthy diet, regular cardio exercise and the benefits of being outdoors away from electronics
and work. Facebook Twitter Instagram. Your dog is an athlete, you are the coach welcome to
dryland mushing with Kickbike. Rated 5. Rated 4. Frequently Asked Questions. Visit Main
Kickbike America Page. For 25 years, Kickbike has led the scooter revolution by assembling an
all-star team of adventurers, athletes and designers who live and breathe the scooter life. Our
mission is to build the fastest, safest and highest quality adult scooters the world has ever seen
and continue to grow the sport all over the world. Kickbikes are used by NFL and Olympic
athletes for cross training and rehabbing injuries, Iditarod champions for training sled dogs in
the summer months and by fit families looking to spend more time exploring together. With 12
different models, and more on the way, there truly is a Kickbike for every body and adventure.
Let your dog run as far and fast as they want, in a fun and safe way. Kickbikes were invented
high in the Swiss Alps to train sled dogs in the summer months when the snow would melt.
That activity evolved into the fast growing international sport of Dryland Mushing. Today
Kickbikes are used by all kinds of dog owners all over the world â€” for competition at the
highest levels or just to take your pup out for a jog â€” the perfect workout for high energy dogs
and adventurous people. Dryland Mushing or dog scootering is a very simple, easy and fun
activity for you and your dog, but there are a few things that you need. There are 4 main parts to
get you mushing like a pro 1 and 2 will come from Kickbike America :. Kickbike: While you can
technically use any Kickbike as a dog scooter, we do have 4 models that are made specifically
for dryland mushing. Dog Leash Adapter: This simple part is an absolute lifesaver! It also
absorbs sudden movements and shocks and helps to guide the dog. There are 3 different
modelsâ€¦the Universal is a standard version for the average rider. The Ultra Swing is made for

competition level riding. It swings up and down, left and right, smoothly moving around as you
and your dog zoom around corners at high speeds. Dog Racing Harness: You will definitely
want to use a good harness as opposed to a standard collar. The reason is, you want the
connection point to be towards the rear of the dog, whereas a collar is around the neck. A collar
will essentially choke the dog as they pull. There are 4 models of Kickbikes that are made
especially for Dryland Mushing dog scootering :. Cross Fix: Our newest dog scooter, made for
the average musher that will be riding on pavement, sidewalks and light off-road trails. Slightly
lower to the ground. Much like the Cross Fix but with a racing suspension on the front to help
keep a smooth ride on rough terrains. Slightly higher ground clearance. Incredibly strong, ready
for any one and any thing! Super light, very fast, and extremely strong. The best alternative to
running and cycling, Kickbikes are used by NFL players, Olympic athletes, for marathon and
triathlon training, rehabbing injuries or just a fun, low impact exercise. Kickbike races are
coming to America as well, so get ready for the next great sport and challenge. We are
incredibly excited to release the highest quality electric scooter on the market. The Kickbike
eCruise is a fraction of the weight and cost of a comprable electric bike. It is safer, easier to
ride, lower maintenance and just an absolute blast. Kick It With Us Since I have started working
out on my Kickbike, my entire body including my shoulders and upper arms are getting a
workout. It holds me in the right stance to do a squat, allowing my legs to firm up into muscle
without doing harm. My core is getting stronger, as is my back as well as a great hip work out. I
like the upright riding position of the CLiX and use it frequently to scoot next to my husband
while he runs. The scooter is very stable and provides a good workout if I push it, or just a fun
easy scoot if I go slow. It is easy enough to fold, but it fits in our RV easily without folding. I do
fold it to fit in the back of my car. Been using the Race Max 28 for 3 years for at least one hour
daily except in ski season. Fast, solid, and flawless, this machine is engineered for speed and
endless exuberance! Great ride! Have had my Kickbike for weeks now and thoroughly enjoy it.
Being unable and totally unwilling to run as a result of multiple knee, leg and hip surgeries this
is a sure way to get a good cardio work out with little to no ground jarring impact. Totally
natural actions to get this thing rolling, you cover ground with exceptional ease and have fun
doing it. Facebook Twitter Instagram. Lets Mush. Kickbike makes award winning adult kick
scooters, championship dog scooters and next generation electric scooters. Choose your
adventure belowâ€¦. Rated 4. Rated 5. Dryland Mushing Accessories. There are 4 main parts to
get you mushing like a pro 1 and 2 will come from Kickbike America : Kickbike Dog Scooter Dog
Leash Adapter Leash Harness Kickbike: While you can technically use any Kickbike as a dog
scooter, we do have 4 models that are made specifically for dryland mushing. Which Kickbike
Do I Need? There are 4 models of Kickbikes that are made especially for Dryland Mushing dog
scootering : Cross Fix: Our newest dog scooter, made for the average musher that will be riding
on pavement, sidewalks and light off-road trails. The Next Level Of Electric Scooters We are
incredibly excited to release the highest quality electric scooter on the market. Remember
warm, sunny days?! When life gives you lemons That feeling when you and your pups mesh
into the. Kickbike Cross Fix and a beautiful GermanShepherd. Happy Saturday friends!!! Bundle
up and get out th. For Valentines Day, give the gift of adventure and. Two dogs You never know
when the lightweight and minimalism. Are you Made To Mush?! Just a reminder There are lots
of bikes and scooters out there Load More Linda M. Jeff Spalding Race Max Nicholas Dann
Sport G4. Continue Shopping Your Cart is Empty. Menu Cart. FAQs Track Order. Refine view all.
Product Type Accessories. Body Powered Scooter. Electric Scooters. Brand Kickbike America.
Because the ride is so smooth, you can lay down a lot of miles, burn a lot of calories and cover
a lot of enjoyable territory. At about minutes per mile if you take it easy, quicker if you can, a
few miles journey becomes a pleasurable trip. The absence of greasy parts or protruding pedals
and derailleurs which have a tendency to snag your clothing means that you do not have to
protect your clothes or wear extra or special gear. Most parts are readily available at your local
bike shop, or online. You will find, because the work is distributed over a large num
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ber of muscles, that although you feel invigorated by the exercise, you will rarely have any
specific aches or strains, unlike cycling or running. There are also no saddle injuries! Because
of the very low foot impact and flexible riding position, intensive workouts carry a very low risk
of sports injury. Kicking uses similar muscle groups in the legs and buttocks calves,
hamstrings and glutes to those used in running; while the standing leg uses similar muscles to
cycling calves and quads. Legs are swapped every kicks depending on the gradient and
individual style. Lifting the legs forward during kicking works lower abdominals and because

you can freely change position when riding, it keeps the lower back open and arms and
shoulders in use all the time. It is dynamic muscle training of the best kind. You can fit intensive
exercise sessions into short periods of time to fit a diverse training program and busy schedule.
KickBike America eCruise 36V Contact Have a question? Contact Us at

